The only theory of correlation at present available for practical nse is based on the normal law of frequency, but, unfortunately, this law is not valid in a great many cases which are both common and important. It does not hold good, to take examples from biology, for statistics of fertility in man, for measurements on flowers, or for weight measurements even on adults. In economic statistics, on the other hand, normal distributions appear to be highly exceptional: variation of wages, prices, valuations, pauperism, and so forth, are always skew. In cases like these we have at present no means of measuring the correlation by one or more " correlation coefficients " such as are afforded by the normal theory.
the Significance subjecting the distances of the means from the line to some minimal condition. If the slope of RR is positive we may say that large values of x are on the whole associated with large values of y, if negative large values of x are associated with small values of y. Further, if the slope of RR to the vertical be given we shall have a measure of a rough practical kind of tbe shift of the mean of an a1 -array when its type y is altered. The equation to RR conse quently gives a concise and definite answer to two most important statistical questions. It is also evident that if the means of the arrays actually lie in a straight line (as in normal correlation), the equation to RR must be the equation to the line of regression.
Let n be the number of observations in any a>array, and let cl be the horizontal distance of the mean of this array from the line RR. I propose to subject the line to the condition that the sum of all quantities like nd?shall be a minimum, i.e., I shall use the co of least squares. I do this solely for convenience of analysis; I do not claim for the method adopted any peculiar advantage as regards the probability of its results. It would, in fact, be absurd to do so, for I am postulating at the very outset that the curve of regression is only exceptionally a straight line; there can consequently be no meaning in seeking for the most probable straight line to represent the regression. Let x, y be a pair of associated deviations, let a be the standard deviation of any array about its own mean, and let Hence, extending the meaning of S to summation over the whole surface S(wd2) = S{*-(o + &y)}2-Sw«r2.
But in this expression S(wo2) is independent of a and 6, it is, in fact,, a characteristic of the surface. Therefore, making S(»d2) a minimum is equivalent to making S {x-(a + by)Y a minimum. That is to say, we may regard our method in another light. We may say that we form a single-valued relation
x -a + by
between a pair of associated deviations, such that the sum of thesquares of our errors in estimating any one x from its y by the relation is a minimum. This single-valued relation, which we may call the characteristic relation, is simply the equation to the line of regression RR. There will be two such equations to be formed corresponding to the two lines of regression.
The idea of the method may at once be extended to the case of correlation between several variables x% , x3, &c. Let n be thenumber of observations in an array of *i's associated with fixed values X2, X3, X4, &c., of the remaining variables, let be the standard deviation of this array, and let d be the difference of itsmean from the value given by a regression equation
Then, as before, we shall determine the coefficients Oi2, ax3 &c., so as to make S n d ?a minimum. But this is again equivalent making S{*i-(anas2 -b anx 3+<*14*4+••••) }2 a minimum for S{*i-(<*12^2 + OiS *3-b axixx + .. ►•)}*= S(Wi2) + S(wd2).
Hence, we may say that we solve for-a single-valued relation xx -anx2 + 013*3+ 014*4 *b.. • • between our variables; the relation being such that the sum of thesquares of the errors made in estimating xx from its associated values *2, *3, &c., is the least possible. In the case of normal correla* tion this " characteristic relation " must become the " equation of regression " which gives the means of any a?r array, as only in this way can S n d *b e made a minimum, i.e., zero. It might be said that it would be more natural to form a " charac teristic relation " between the absolute values of the variables and not their deviations from the mean. This may, however, be most conveniently done by working with the mean as origin until the characteristic is obtained, and then transferring the equation to zero as origin. It would be much more laborious and would only lead to the same result if zero were used ab initio as origin.
We may now proceed to the discussion of the special cases of two, three, or more variables. The actual formulae obtained are not, it will be found, novel in themselves, but throw an unexpected light on the meaning of the expressions previously given by Bravais* for the case of normal correlation.
(1) Case of Two Variables.-Since and y represent deviations from their respective means, we have, using S to denote summation over the whole.surface, S(a;) = S (y 0 .
The characteristic or regression equations which we have to find are of the form x = ai + &i//T.. But the expressions on the right of (3) and (4) are the values obtained by Bravais on the assumption of normal correlation for the regression of x on y, and the regression of y on x. That is to the Bravais values for the regressions are simply those values of hi and h^ which make S(x-hiyf and S(a>-respectively minima, whatever he the form of the correlation between the two variables. Again, whatever the form of the correlation, if the regression be really linear, the equations to the lines of regression are those given above (as we pointed out in the introduction). This theorem admits of a very simple and direct geometrical proof.
Let n be the number of correlated pairs in any one array taken parallel to the axis of x, and let 6 be the angle that the line of regression makes with the axis of y. Then, for a single array,
or extending the significance of S to summation over the whole surface,
In any case, then, where the regression appears to he linear, * formula} may he used at once without troubling to investigate the normality of the distribution. The exponential character of the surface appears to have nothing whatever to do with the result.
To return, again, to the most general case, we see that both coefficients of regression must have the same sign, namely, the sign of r. Hence, either regression will serve to indicate whether there is correlation or no, for there is no reason, d priori, why the values of hi and 62, us determined above, should be positive rather than negative. But, nevertheless, the regressions are not convenient measures of correlation, for, on comparing two similar cases, we may find, say, hi ^ hi, hi hi,
On tho Stynificcinec where bA, b\b\are the regressions in the two cases. To distribution are we, in such a case, to attribute the greater corre lation ? Bravais' coefficient solves the difficulty, we may say, in one way, by taking the geometrical mean of the" two regressions as the measure of correlation. It will still remain valid for non-normal correlation. But there are other and less arbitrary interpretations even in the general case.
Suppose that instead of measuring and in arbitrary units we measure each in terms of its own standard deviation. Then let us write and solve for p by the method of least squares. We have constant on the right-hand side, since it would vanish as before. We have, at once,
That is to say, if we measure x and y each in terms of its own standard deviation, r becomes at once the regression of x on y, and the regression of y on x. The regressions being, in fact, the funda mental physical quantities, r is a coefficient of correlation because it is a coefficient of regression.* Again, let us form the sums of the squares of residuals in equations ( 1) and (5). Inserting the values of 61, & 2, and p, we have-
Any one of these quantities, being the sum of a series of squares, must be positive. Hence r cannot be greater than unity. If r be equal to unity, or if the correlation be perfect, all the above three sums become zero. But the sign of the last term depending on the sign of r. Hence the statement that two variables are " perfectly correlated implies that relation (8) holds good, or that all pairs of deviations bear the same ratio to one another. It follows that in correlation, where the means of arrays are not collinear, or the deviation of the mean of the array is not a linear function of the deviation of the type, r can never be unity, though we know from experience that it can approach pretty closely to that value. If the regression be very far from linear, some caution must evidently be used in employing r to compare two diffe rent distributions. ____ In the case of normal correlation, aly / l -r-is the standard devia tion of any array of the x variables, corresponding to a single type of i/'s. C2t/I-r2 is similarly the standard deviation of any array of the y variables, corresponding to a single type of
In the general case, the first expression may be interpreted as the mean standard deviation of the ^-arrays from the line of regression, and the second expression as the mean standard deviation of the y-arrays from the line of regression. Otherwise wre may regard Our characteristic or regression-equation will now be of the form That is, the characteristic relation between xL and is-
.
Now Bravais showed that if the correlation were
, and we selected a group or array of X^s with regard to special values h2 and li3 of x 2 and x3, then hi being the deviation of the mean of Xj's from the Xr mean of the whole material,
K -liJii + lifh,
where bn and & 13 have the values given in (11). But evidently the relation is of much greater generality; it holds good so long as hx is a linear function of h2 and h3, whatever be the law of frequency.
Further gay. In normal correlation \ / l -R]2 is the standard deviation of an Xi-array, corresponding to auy given types of X2 and X3. In general correlation it may be regarded as the mean standard deviation of the Xi-arrays from the plane
or as the standard error made in estimating xl from x2 and Xs by relation (1* 2). The quantity R is of some interest, as it exactly takes the place of r in the residual expressions (7). Ri may, in fact, he regarded as a coefficient of correlation between Xi and ! R can only be unity if the linear relation (9) or (12) hold good in every case.
The quantities ,&«, & J3, &c. (the others may be written down by symmetry), may be termed the net regressions of *1 on a^, on x3, &c. If we write 2 for 1 and 1 for 2 in the value of bl2, we have
bn being the the net regression of x% on xx. In normal correlation, b\2 and bn are the regressions for any group of Xi s or X2 s associated with a fixed type of X3's. Hence, in this case (normal correlation), the coefficient of correlation for such a group is the geometrical mean of the two regressions, or _____ T12--^*13^*23,_____ M = \ / (1-ns2) (1-r232) a quantity that may be called the net coefficient of correlation between and
The similar net coefficients between xx and #3, X2 and #3, may be written down by interchanging the suffixes.
In normal correlation pn is quite strictly the coefficient of correla tion for any sub-group of Xl's and X2's, whatever the associated type of X3's. In generalised correlation this will not be so, and />i2 can only retain an average significance.
The method does not appear to be capable of investigating changes* in the net coefficient as we pass from one type to another, but it may be noted that whatever the form of the correlation, pi2 retains three of the chief properties of the ordinary coefficients : (1) it can only be zero if both net regressions are zero; (2) it is a symmetrical func tion 6f the variables; (3) it cannot be greater than unity; for t>y (13)* ri22 + r 132-2r12r2Sr31 < 1-r^2, or adding r13V232 to both sides, and transferring r 132 to the right-hand side (n 2-n 3r23)2 < ( l -r 132) ( l r 232) .
If any two coefficients, say r 12rj3, be supposed known, the inequality we have used above will give us limits for the value of the third. Throwing it into the form (r23-r l2r13)2 < 1 -f n»Yu2-rls2-r132, we have r23 must lie between the limits r i2^i3 ± \ / r 12V132-r122 -r132+ 1.
The values of-these limits for some special cases are collected in the following table :-486 Mr. G. U. Yule.
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Values of rn and r,3. Limits of 2* 33. fi2 = r13 = 0 0 r 1 2 = r13 = + 1 + 1 r i2 == + 1, r13 = -1 -1 ria = 0, r 13 = + 1 0 rlt -0, r 13 = ±_r + \ / l -r* VlZ -^13 = + r 1 and 2r2-1 n 2 = + r, ru = -r 2r2-1 and -1 n 2 = rX 3 = ± \o *5 = 0707 0 and 1 n 2 = + \/0*5 r 12 = -y^O-5 0 " -1
One is rather prone to argue that if A be correlated with B, and B with 0, A will be correlated with 0. Evidently this is not necessary. A may be positively correlated with B, and B positively correlated with 0, but yet A may, in general, be negatively correlated with 0. Only, if the coefficients (AB) and (BO) are both numerically greater than 0707, can one even ascribe the correct sign to the (AC) corre lation.
I t is evident that one would, in general, expect to make a smaller standard error in estimating ajj from the two associated variables z2 and a*3, than in estimating it from one only, say x2. But it seems desirable to prove this specifically, and to investigate under what conditions it will hold good. The necessary condition isr i22+ r 13*-2ri2r23ri3 ^ _ 2 w ? -> n " that is, *•»+ru*-2r12r13r23 > fi»*-rM Vw8, or (?*ia" 7* 12^29) > 0.
But (ria-^23) is the numerator of the net coefficient of corre lation between xx and x3. Hence the standard error in the second case will be always less than in the first, so long as px3 is not zero. The condition is somewhat interesting.
To take an arithmetical example, suppose one had in some actual case ri2 = + 0*8 7*23-+ 0 * 5 7*13 + 0 4 .
One might very naturally imagine that the introduction of the third variable with a fairly high correlation coefficient (0*4) would con siderably lessen the standard deviation of the avarray; but this is not so, for 0 * 4 -( 0 * 5 X 0 * 8 )
P n ~ v^0 '7 5 X 0 * 3 6 °* so the third variable would be of no assistance.
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III. Case of Four Variables.
This case is, perhaps, of sufficient practical importance to warrant our developing the results at length as in the last.
If xx, Xt, % s, *4, be the associated deviations of the four variables from their respective means, the characteristic equation will be of the form = 612*2+ 613*3 + buXi. ....................... (14) .
The normal equations for the 6's are, in our previous notation, the net coefficient of correlation between and »8. Expanding the determinants, we have, in fact,
--■ ■ * * '2(1 ~ r342) + ^13(^*34^24 ~ * 23) + ^14(^34 " 7* 24) VL(l-rM ») + ^34^-^) +rst(rarM-r a4)jt(l-.rl4»> +rM (^< ri4-r ta) +r14 (r^M '-r14) (14), from its associated values of « and xÂ s in the case of three variables, the quantity R may be considered as a coefficient of correlation. It can range between +1, and can only become unity if the linear relation (14) hold good in each indi vidual instance.
We showed at the end of the last section that the standard error made in estimating xx from the relation xi = hnXz + h^Xz ?12 ?*24 ns 1 4 n 4 n 4. 1 1 ns n 4 ns 1 r84 n* ru 1 was always less than the standard error when only x2 was taken into account, unless p\z -0.
We may now prove the similar theorem that when we use three variables, x2, x3, X i , on which to base the estimate, will be again decreased, unless pu = 0.
The condition that S(V), in onr present case, shall be less than S(r2) in the last, is, in fact, r r 122 + r132 + r f -r12ru ~fas^u2-b s V "1 < -2 (r13r147-34 + r12rl3r23 + r 12r14r24) >(l-L 4-2(r12r 14r23r34 + ^Ur13^21r23 + r 12r13'24^34) J > (rn + r 132-2r12ri3r23) (l-r232-r2i2-r342 + 2r23r24r34) .
This may be finally reduced to-O'u-r13r34 -r12r2i -rur232 -f rnr23r2i + r 12r
that is pu~ > 0-The treatment of the general case of n variables, so far as regards obtaining the regressions, is obvious, and it is unnecessary to give it at length.
We can now see that the use of normal regression formulae is quite legitimate in all cases, so long as the necessary limitations of inter-, pretation are recognised. Bravais' r always remains a coefficient of correlation. These results 1 must plead as justification for my use of normal formulae in two cases* where the correlation was markedly non-normal.
" Mathematical Contributions to the Theory of Evolution.-On a Form of Spurious Correlation which may arise when Indices are used in the Measurement of Organs." By K a rl P ea rso n , F.R.S., University College, London. Re ceived December 29, 1896,-Read February 18, 1897.
(1) If th e ratio of two absolute m easurem ents on th e same or different organs be taken it is convenient to term this ratio an index.
If u -/;(# , y) and v = f2(z, y ) x, y, z, and these variables be selected a t random so th a t there exists no correlation between x,y, y,z, or z,x, there will still be found to
